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those of the stream seen by Mirza, were enveloped in dark

ness; and the bridges, gray and unsolid-looking themselves, as

if cut out of sheets of compressed vapor, seemed leading to a

spectral-city. Immediately in the foreground there lay a per

plexed labyrinth of streets and lanes, and untraceable ranges

of buildings, that seemed the huddled-up fragments of a frac

tured puzzle, -difficult enough of resolution when entire, and

rendered altogether unresolvable by the chance that had broken

it. As the scene receded, only the larger and more prominent

objects came into view, - here a spire, and there a monument,

and yonder a square Gothic tower; and as it still further re

ceded, I could see but the dim fragments of things, -bits of

churches inwrought into the cloud, and the insulated pedi

ments and columned fronts of public buildings, sketched off in

diluted gray. I was reminded of Sir Walter Scott's recipe for

painting a battle: a great cloud to be got up as the first part

of the process; and as the second, here and there an arm or a

leg stuck in, and here and there a head or a body. And such

was London, the greatest city of the world, as I looked upon it

this morning, for the first time, from the golden gallery of St.

Paul's.

The hour of noon struck on the great bell far belowmy feet;

the pigmies in the thoroughfare of St. Paul's Yard, still further

below, were evidently increasing in number and gathering into

groups; I could see faces that seemed no bigger than fists

thickening in the windows, and. dim little figures starting up

on the leads of houses; and then, issuing into the Yard from

one of the streets, there came a long line of gay coaches, with

the identical coach in the midst, all gorgeous and grand,

that I remembered to have seen done in Dutch gold, full five

and-thirty years before, on the covers of a splendid sixpenny

dition of "Whittington and his Cat." Hurrah for Whitting
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